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A straightforward method of locating points on either Parry arc, or, indeed, on any arc produced by crystals whose principal planes of refraction are vertical, is as follows:
Let an ice needle (hexagonal rod with flat ends) be at the center C (Fig. 202) of the celestial sphere; let EE be the intersection of this sphere by the top face, say, of the crystal; let S be the position of the sun as viewed from C, and S' its apparent position as given by the emerging ray; let MZ be the solar vertical; ZP the intersection of the sphere by a princi-
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FIG. 202.—Locating points on the Parry and similar halo arcs.
pal plane, and SCA any given angle h between the incident ray and this plane; and, finally, ZS the known zenith distance of the sun, or angle of incidence of the ray SC onto the top surface of the crystal. Then, from the right spherical triangle ZAS the corresponding "angle of incidence" ZA of the projection AC of the ray SC onto the principal plane can be computed for any value of h] and with this "angle of incidence" and the
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found, CB being the backward extension of the projection of the emerging ray onto the principal plane. The difference between these two values gives ZB of the right spherical triangle ZBSf, whose side BSf, according to the first law of oblique refraction, is equal to AS, which is known. Hence, through the triangles indicated, the exact position of S' with reference to S can be found for any assumed value of h (0 ^ h ^ ZiS),andby taking a sufficient number of such values the arc can be traced with any desired degree of accuracy.

